Awards Presented at Dynamics 2011 - London, Ontario

Congratulations to all award, grant and draw recipients. Thank you to our sponsors for your continued support of CACCN and Critical Care Nurses.

Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award

- Rosella Jefferson, Vancouver, BC
  - Nominated by: Lisa Krueckl and Karen LeComte
  - Nomination Information

Rosella Jefferson, recipient with Kate Mahon, CACCN President

CACCN Chapter of the Year Award

Toronto Chapter ~ Photo

Spacelabs Innovative Project Award ~ First Place

Elizabeth Gordon, Brenda Ridley, Janine Boston and Eileen Dahl, Toronto, ON
  - The Building Bridges Initiative ~ Presentation and Project Description

Spacelabs Innovative Project Award ~ Second Place
The Critical Care Clinical Network Education Team, Edmonton, AB
Eugene Mondor, Kari Taylor, Janice Phillips, Pam Hruska, Jennifer Courtney, Heather Brown, Kathy Sassa, Patty Wickson, Monique Fernquist, Ellen Reil, Cindy O’Flaherty, Jo Taylor and Dallus Khur

Specialty Orientation Program ~ Presentation and Project Description

Edwards LifeSciences Editorial Award - First Place

Margot Thomas, Sonny Dhanani, Danica Irwin, Hilary Writer and Dermot Doherty, Ottawa, ON

Development, dissemination and implementation of a sedation and analgesic guideline in a pediatric intensive care unit...it takes creativity and collaboration

Presentation

Winter 2010, Volume 21, Number 4, Dynamics: Journal of the CACCN

CACCN Editorial Award ~ Runner Up

Gwen Thompson, Wendy Austin and Joanne Profetto-McGrath Doherty, Ottawa, ON

Novice nurses’ first death in critical care

Presentation

Winter 2010, Volume 21, Number 4, Dynamics: Journal of the CACCN

Smiths Medical Educational Award ~ Fall 2010

Marie Aue, Markham, ON

Central Michigan University Master of Arts in Education Program

Presentation

Smiths Medical Educational Award ~ Winter 2011

Ingrid Daley, Mississauga, ON

Master of Nursing Program, York University

Presentation

The Guardian Scholarship: The Baxter Corporation Award for Excellence in Patient Care

Orla Smith, Cecilia Santiago, Maria Teresa Diston and Karen Wannamaker, Toronto, ON

Enhancing Delirium Awareness and Recognition in the MSICU: An Evidence-based Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Initiative

Presentation and Project Description

The Guardian Scholarship: The Baxter Corporation Award for Excellence in Patient Care

Elena Luk, Louise Rose, Lisa Burry, Marc M Perreault, David Williamson and Barbara Sneyers, Toronto, ON

Physical Restraint Use in Canadian ICUs
Presentation and Project Description

BBraun "Sharing Expertise" Award

Cecilia St. George-Hyslop, Newcastle, ON
Nomination by: Lori Liske

Cardinal Health "Chasing Expertise" Award

Mai Nguyen, Montreal, QC
Nomination by: Julie Kinnon

CACCN Research Grant

Paula Mahon, Vancouver, BC
From the Inside Out: A Critical Ethnographic View of PICU Nurses

CACCN Certification Draw Recipients

CNCC(C) Initial Certification
Kathryn Brunkard, Drayton, ON
Andrea Sunderman, Calgary, AB
Gaganpreet Suri, Brampton, ON

CNCC(C) Certification Renewal
Kathleen Herzig, Ayr, ON
Patricia Connick, Bracebridge, ON

CNCCP(C) Initial Certification
Linda Masse, La Prairie, QC

CNCCP(C) Certification Renewal
Karen LeComte, Vancouver, BC

Talk of the Town Poster Awards

People's Choice Award
Stephanie Gillis, Cindy Cashman and Theresa Hagerman, Ottawa, ON
- Appropriate Sedation in Critically Ill Patients

First Place Poster Award
Joanna Bailey, Milla Kerusenko, Che Pang and Margaret Purden
- Facilitating the Care of Families: ICU Nurse's Perspectives

Runner Up Poster Award
Art J Lopez and Linda Nusdorfer
- Challenges of Nursing Morbidly Obese Patients in Critical Care: A Growing Problem